The objective of this non-systematic review of the literature is to highlight some of the neural systems and pathways that are affected by the various intake-promoting aspects of the modern food environment and explore potential modes of interaction between core systems such as hypothalamus and brainstem primarily receptive to internal signals of fuel availability and forebrain areas such as the cortex, amygdala and meso-corticolimbic dopamine system, primarily processing external signals. The modern lifestyle with its drastic changes in the way we eat and move puts pressure on the homoeostatic system responsible for the regulation of body weight, which has led to an increase in overweight and obesity. The power of food cues targeting susceptible emotions and cognitive brain functions, particularly of children and adolescents, is increasingly exploited by modern neuromarketing tools. Increased intake of energy-dense foods high in fat and sugar is not only adding more energy, but may also corrupt neural functions of brain systems involved in nutrient sensing as well as in hedonic, motivational and cognitive processing. It is concluded that only long-term prospective studies in human subjects and animal models with the capacity to demonstrate sustained over-eating and development of obesity are necessary to identify the critical environmental factors as well as the underlying neural systems involved. Insights from these studies and from modern neuromarketing research should be increasingly used to promote consumption of healthy foods.
and cortico-limbic systems in the greater circuitry of the homoeostatic regulator\(^8\)--\(^12\). This view is supported by observations of lasting effects on food intake and energy balance by manipulating such extra-hypothalamic areas. It would also be much better to explain how obesity can develop in a rapidly changing environment that primarily interacts with the cognitive and emotional brain.

In the following non-systematic review, I will discuss how this greater neural circuitry, considered by the third view stated earlier, could be involved in managing the sometimes competing influences of intero- and extero-sensory signals in the control of food intake, energy expenditure and body weight regulation.

The modern environment: temptations to eat and avoid physical activity

The way we live, particularly what, when and how we eat and work has drastically changed with the gradual transformation from an agriculture based to a consumer society over the last 50 years or so. Foods are readily available to a large segment of the population, while the opportunity to work physically and expend energy has decreased. With the ascent of electronic communication, the brain plays a much more prominent role in the procurement and consumption of food and in the management of daily activities. There is a daily onslaught with cues associated with food and pictures of food\(^13\),\(^14\). The advertisement and food industry relies more and more on expertise from neuroscientists and psychologists, and neuromarketing is the new buzzword. Neuromarketing in children is particularly profitable, as it generates loyal future buyers of brand name products. An unfiltered PubMed search using the terms ‘food marketing’ and ‘children’ yielded 756 papers, 600 of them published after the year 2000. Considering the many hours of daily exposure to media and electronic devices by children and adolescents\(^15\)–\(^17\) and the persuasive techniques used\(^18\)–\(^21\), the term being ‘brain-washed’ is not inaccurate. Of course, the same powerful methods could be used to induce children to consume healthy foods\(^22\),\(^23\), but this possibility remains little explored. Although cutting edge technology is applied by the food industry to find neurological markers for food-liking and wanting, much of this insight is unfortunately not shared with the research community.

Conditioned food intake in the absence of metabolic need

As we are increasingly exposed to cues evoking memories and images of foods throughout the day, this happens more and more frequently when we are satiated and metabolically replete. It is not clear how this hedonic hunger can be induced in the absence of metabolic depletion signals or during the postprandial phase when there is still plenty of absorbable energy in the gut. Why are we not simply ignoring such cues and stimuli? Several explanations are possible.

A model for cue-induced, conditioned food intake in satiated rats was developed by Weingarten\(^24\). After temporally pairing a tone or light (conditioned stimulus, CS\(^+\)) with the presentation of a retractable food cup in food-restricted animals, rats learned quickly to go to the food cup every time the CS\(^+\) was on. After rats had been returned to ad libitum feeding and were fully satiated, the CS\(^+\) continued to elicit food cup approach and a small meal\(^24\), closely mimicking conditioned food intake through external cues in human subjects. In a series of elegant studies, Petrovich demonstrated the importance of a neural network including the amygdala, medial prefrontal cortex and lateral hypothalamus for this phenomenon to occur\(^25\)–\(^27\). It appears that inputs to the hypothalamus from both the amygdala and medial prefrontal cortex (see Fig. 1) are necessary to link specific conditioned stimuli to appetitive action. It will be interesting to investigate the role of lateral hypothalamic orexin neurons and their projections to the mesolimbic dopamine system, as these neurons have been implicated in \(\mu\)-opioid-induced food intake\(^28\), depletion-induced salt intake\(^29\) and reinstatement of drug seeking\(^30\). As the lateral hypothalamus is a major behavioural and autonomic output venue for the mediobasal hypothalamic integrative energy sensor, this modulatory input from the amygdala and prefrontal cortex may provide a basis for the overriding of homoeostatic regulation by external signals. However, it should be noted that neither the Weingarten\(^24\) nor the Petrovich studies\(^25\) tested whether prolonged repetition of CS\(^+\) exposure led to chronic overeating and development of obesity and whether transection of the critical amygdala-hypothalamic projections prevented it.

The phenomenon of sensory-specific satiety\(^31\) may facilitate conditioned food intake in the satiated state. An example of this facilitation is the appeal of a new sensory food experience, typically dessert, at the end of a satiating meal. Little is known regarding the neural mechanisms involved in this phenomenon, but it has been shown that a reduction in the electrical activity of neurons in the orbitofrontal cortex, a part of the frontal cortex, of macaque monkeys, can reflect sensory-specific satiety\(^32\). It is conceivable that some of the neurons in the orbitofrontal cortex direct their output to the lateral hypothalamus and thereby amplify vulnerability to conditioned food cues between meals.

It is also possible that the so-called cephalic phase responses to the sight and smell (or just thinking about) food can trigger appetitive behaviour\(^33\),\(^34\). Perhaps the small increases in saliva, gastric acid, insulin and ghrelin secretion that constitute the cephalic response stimulate appetitive drive by acting on sensory nerves or directly on the brain and thereby enhance the neural effects of conditioned stimuli. We may also be more vulnerable to conditioned food cues when under stress. Food consumption as a form of self-medication to relieve stress has been demonstrated\(^35\), although we do not know the neural mechanisms involved. Finally, a history of uncertainty about the food supply could also increase reactivity to food cues in the absence of direct metabolic hunger.

In summary, it has been clearly shown that conditioned stimuli can induce food intake in satiated rats and some of the critical neural circuitry has been identified. Thus, stimuli from the environment clearly have the capacity to temporarily overwhelm homoeostatic regulation. However, there is no animal or human study directly demonstrating...
that long-term exposure to conditioned stimuli leads to obesity.

Amplification of hedonic hunger by metabolic need

When conditioned cues such as food advertisements are present at times of metabolic depletion such as shortly before or during a meal, they are more likely to stimulate overingestion, because metabolic depletion amplifies their incentive salience\(^\text{(36,37)}\). It is well known that metabolic hunger makes us more responsive to cues signalling food and drug reward\(^\text{(38,39)}\). The neural pathways and mechanisms involved in this attribution of salience are not completely understood, but progress has recently been made. Specifically, it has been demonstrated that metabolic depletion signals in the form of high levels of circulating ghrelin as well as low levels of leptin, insulin, gut hormones and various metabolites can act not only on the classical brain areas involved in energy balance homoeostasis such as the hypothalamus and brainstem but also on brain areas involved in sensory processing, cognition and reward (Fig. 1; also see\(^\text{(40)}\) for a more detailed discussion).

Modern eating habits: increased availability, variety and portion size

Even in the absence of food advertisements, we are finding ourselves more and more exposed to opportunities to eat. Compared with the relatively fixed-meal patterns of the past, availability of food has drastically increased at home,
at the work place and in the larger community. In addition to the birthday cakes and vending machines at work and school and the increasing number of fast food places, the refrigerator at home is always stacked with ready to eat foods. In addition, typical plate and serving size has increased dramatically and self-serve buffets are common\(^{(41)}\). Although there are plenty of studies showing that manipulations of availability, variety and portion size have short-term effects on food intake in human subjects\(^{(42–45)}\), few studies have looked at the longer-term consequences on intake and weight gain. In one such controlled clinical study, it was clearly demonstrated that increasing portion size resulted in sustained increase in food intake and weight gain over an 11 d observation period\(^{(46)}\). However, it is inherently difficult and expensive to measure food intake in human subjects accurately in long-term studies. Thus, direct evidence that availability, opportunity and variety of food can cause human obesity is not as strong as commonly assumed. Furthermore, indirect evidence from cross-sectional studies comparing lean and obese subjects\(^{(42)}\) is limited by the fact that it cannot distinguish cause and effect.

Animal studies provide much better experimental control over longer time periods. Clearly, exposing animals to ad libitum high-fat and variety (cafeteria) diets can cause hyperphagia and obesity\(^{(47)}\). Standardised high-fat diets have now been commercially available for more than a decade and thousands of studies have been conducted; the role of diet composition and palatability is discussed in the next section. In stark contrast, there is only one study examining the role of availability in rodents. Rats that had access to four drinking spouts of sucrose and one spout of water ingest more energy and gained more weight over a 30 d observation period than rats that had access to one spout of sucrose and four spouts of water\(^{(48)}\). These findings are truly startling. Although the acute overingestion could be easily explained by the initial curiosity to sample from each available spout, it is difficult to understand why there is no adaptation over time and why the homeostatic regulatory feedback mechanisms failed. The authors entitled the paper ‘Obesity by Choice’, suggesting that it is the rat’s failure to make the sensible choice\(^{(48)}\). It is critical to verify the results of this experiment, as it could not be replicated by another group of scientists (A Sclafani, personal communication).

What are the neural mechanisms responsible for eating more energetic food when availability, variety and portion size is high? Availability-induced hyperphagia in normal-weight subjects is likely to depend on neural mechanisms similar to those involved in food cue-induced hyperphagia as discussed earlier. The difference is that with cue-induced overeating, the stimuli are more immediate. That is, if signals indicating food availability coincide with signals of metabolic depletion shortly before a meal, their salience will be amplified resulting in an earlier start of the meal. Under metabolically replete conditions, the circuitry including amygdala, prefrontal cortex and lateral hypothalamus, shown to be responsible for conditioned food intake in satiated rats\(^{(25,27,49)}\) is likely to be involved.

### Modern foods: from palatable to addictive

Palatability is clearly one of the main drivers of food intake and it can lead to the development of obesity in susceptible individuals. However, the link between palatability and development of obesity is still not clear. Known as the ‘French Paradox’, the consumption of highly palatable French/Mediterranean cuisine produces less risk for obesity, suggesting that there are factors other than palatability that lead to chronic overconsumption. Energy-dense foods that are high in sugar and fat, and low in vitamins and minerals (also called empty energies), may be a more important factor. Foods such as this may be addictive.

#### Neural representations of the pleasure of eating

It is clear that the reward value of food is not only represented by its taste and flavour during the consumatory phase. A variety of sensory stimuli and emotional states or feelings with vastly different temporal profiles contribute to the experience of reward. Specifically, during the postconsummatory phase, nutrients interact with sensors in the gastrointestinal tract, other peripheral organs and the brain itself. It has recently been demonstrated that when all taste processing is eliminated by genetic manipulation, mice still learn to prefer sugar over water, suggesting the generation of food reward by processes of glucose utilisation\(^{(50)}\).

Given the multifaceted involvement of pleasure and reward in ingestive behaviour, it is clear that multiple neural systems are involved (for a more detailed analysis, see\(^{(51)}\)). Briefly, the most primitive form of liking and disliking appears to be inherent to components of the peripheral gustatory pathways in the brainstem\(^{(52–55)}\).

However, for the full sensory impact of palatable food and the subjective feeling of pleasure in human subjects, taste is integrated with other sensory modalities such as smell and mouth-feel. Integration takes place in forebrain areas including the amygdala, as well as primary and higher order sensory cortical areas including the insular and orbitofrontal cortex, where sensory representations of particular foods are formed\(^{(56–62)}\). The exact neural pathways through which such sensory percepts or representations lead to the generation of subjective pleasure are not clear. Neuroimaging studies in human subjects suggest that pleasure, as measured by subjective ratings, is computed within portions of the orbitofrontal and perhaps insular cortex\(^{(55,63)}\).

#### Neural systems representing the motivation to eat

The ultimate goal of food advertisement is to entice an individual to buy a specific food product and get hooked on it. This goal can be linked to what happens in addiction to drugs and alcohol, and it is not surprising that similar neural mechanisms have been implicated. Although ‘liking’ a branded food item seems necessary, ‘wanting’ it and buying it is more important for successful marketing. According to the liking/wanting distinction in food reward, it is possible to ‘want’ something that is not liked\(^{(64)}\). Berridge defined wanting as ‘Incentive salience, or motivation for reward typically triggered by reward-related
cues\(^{136}\). The mesolimbic dopamine system with projections from the ventral tegmental area to the nucleus accumbens, prefrontal cortex, amygdala and hippocampus seems to be a key neural substrate for wanting (Fig. 1). Phasic activity of dopamine neurons projecting from the ventral tegmental area to the nucleus accumbens in the ventral striatum is involved in the decision-making process during the preparatory (appetitive) phase of ingestive behaviour\(^{65,66}\). In addition, when palatable foods such as sucrose are actually consumed, a sustained and sweetness-dependent increase and turnover in dopamine levels occurs in the nucleus accumbens\(^{67–69}\). Dopamine signalling in the nucleus accumbens thus appears to play a role in both the appetitive and consumatory phases of an ingestive bout. The nucleus accumbens shell is thereby part of a neural loop including the lateral hypothalamus and the ventral tegmental area, with orexin neurons playing a key role\(^{28,70–74}\). This loop appears to be important for transmitting metabolic state signals from the lateral hypothalamus and thus attributing incentive salience to goal objects, as discussed earlier.

**Eating and ‘free will’**

In human subjects, there is also wanting at a more conscious level, described by Berridge as a 'cognitive desire for a declarative goal in the ordinary sense of the word wanting'\(^{136}\). In addition to the mesolimbic dopamine system, a number of cortical areas, such as the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and other components of a decision-making system are likely involved\(^{75}\). Ultimately, a conscious decision can be made to eat a food item or to abstain from eating it. Although this appears to be up to the ‘free will’ of every individual, even apparently conscious decisions may have a subconscious component. This was demonstrated in a neuroimaging study in human subjects which was designed to decode the outcome of decisions before and after they reached awareness\(^{76}\). Notably, when the subject’s decision reached conscious awareness, it already had been influenced for up to 10 s by unconscious (unaware) brain activity in the lateral and medial frontopolar as well as anterior cingulate cortex and the precuneus\(^{76}\). That prefrontal activity is necessary to choose advantageously in a gambling task was shown in a study in patients with prefrontal lesions\(^{77}\). Normal subjects began to choose advantageously before they realised which strategy worked best, and they exhibited anticipatory skin conductance responses before they knew explicitly that it was a risky choice. In contrast, prefrontal patients continued to make disadvantageous choices and never showed an anticipatory autonomic response\(^{77}\). These findings strongly suggest that subconscious neural activity can guide ingestive behaviour before conscious explicit knowledge does. The neural pathways for behavioural and autonomic control that escapes awareness is not well understood. Nevertheless, pathways from various prefrontal cortical areas and particularly strong descending pathways from the amygdala to areas in the midbrain (including the periaqueductal grey), brain stem and spinal cord are known to be part of the emotional motor system that exist outside the bounds of conscious control\(^{78–80}\) (Fig. 1). Interestingly, many areas of the limbic system, including the cortex have direct, monosynaptic inputs to autonomic preganglionic neurons\(^{81}\), providing an avenue for subconscious modulation of peripheral organs involved in metabolic processes (Fig. 1).

**Overlap of neural pathways for food intake and drug addiction**

Based on the observation that dopamine receptor-2 availability within the dorsal striatum is similarly reduced in both obese subjects and cocaine addicts\(^{82}\), a heated discussion about the similarities between food and drug addiction has ensued\(^{83–85}\).

As repeated exposure to drugs of abuse causes neuro-adaptive changes leading to elevations in reward thresholds (tolerance resulting in decreased reward) that drive accelerated drug intake\(^{86–88}\), similar neural and behavioural changes can be predicted from repeated exposure to addictive foods. For example, repeated sucrose access is known to up-regulate dopamine release\(^{99}\) and dopamine transporter expression\(^{100}\), as well as to change dopamine D1 and D2-receptor availability in the nucleus accumbens\(^{99,101}\). These changes may be responsible for the observed escalation of sucrose binging, cross-sensitisation to amphetamine-induced locomotor activity, withdrawal symptoms, such as increased anxiety and depression\(^{99}\) and the reduced reinforcing efficacy of normal foods\(^{102}\).

Exposure to a palatable cafeteria diet in Wistar rats led to sustained hyperphagia over 40 d and lateral hypothalamic electrical self-stimulation threshold increased in parallel to body weight gain\(^{103}\). A similar insensitivity of the reward system was previously seen in addicted rats that self-administered intravenous cocaine or heroin\(^{93,94}\). Dopamine D2-receptor expression in the dorsal striatum was significantly reduced, in parallel to worsening of the reward threshold\(^{103}\), to levels found in cocaine addicted rats\(^{104}\). Interestingly, after 14 d of abstinence from the palatable diet, reward threshold did not normalise even though the rats were hypophagic and lost about 10% body weight\(^{103}\). This is in contrast to the relatively rapid (about 48 h) normalisation in reward thresholds in rats that abstained from cocaine self-administration\(^{94}\), and may indicate the presence of irreversible changes caused by the high-fat content of the diet (see next section). Given the observation that cocaine addicts and obese human subjects exhibit low D2-receptor availability in the dorsal striatum\(^{105}\), dopamine plasticity due to repeated consumption of palatable food may be similar to what occurs with repeated consumption of drugs of abuse. On the other hand, there is less convincing evidence for development of dependence on high-fat food\(^{106,107}\), although intermittent access to corn oil can stimulate dopamine release in the nucleus accumbens\(^{108}\).

**Modern foods: from energy dense to toxic**

There is mounting evidence from rodent studies that eating a high-fat diet not only puts pressure on energy balance by providing extra energy, but that it can cause brain damage.
The very brain area that is supposed to tightly regulate energy balance, the hypothalamus, appears to get corrupted by eating high-fat food. The complex cascades of molecular changes through which high-fat feeding appears to impair leptin and insulin signalling, most critical for body weight regulation and glucose homeostasis have recently been reviewed by Ryan et al. Observations from experiments using fatty acid administration or blockade of fatty acid-induced inflammation in the brain suggest that a short period of fat feeding and even a single high-fat meal are enough to rapidly inflict hypothalamic injury and impairment of normal nutrient-sensing and energy balance functions of the hypothalamus. An even worse scenario is that fetal exposure to the mouse dam’s high-fat diet is apparently enough to cause hypothalamic dysfunction. Thus, pro-inflammatory signalling is no longer regarded as a consequence of the obese state, but appears to be one of the first causative steps in high-fat diet-induced obesity. The only encouraging news is that unsaturated fatty acids directly infused into the brain of mice appear to almost completely reverse hypothalamic inflammation and obesity induced by eating a high-fat diet rich in saturated fats for 8 weeks. It is thus possible that specifically saturated fats can cause these debilitating effects to the brain.

In addition to direct deleterious effects on the hypothalamus, high-fat diets also appear to disrupt normal satiety-signalling from the gut. High-fat diets can stimulate inflammatory signalling via increased mucosal permeability and Toll-like receptors in rats that become hyperphagic and obese, but not in rats that are resistant. It looks more and more like a distinct possibility that changes in the composition of the gut microbiota via stimulation of the innate immune response, the inflammasome, are at the origin of the intestinal and eventually systemic and brain inflammation, and see recent review by Harris et al. As microbiota can be transferred between subjects, the resulting obesity and fatty-liver disease may even be looked at as a communicable disease. The sensitivity of vagal afferent chemosensory signaling to the brain is also reduced in high-fat diet obese rats and mice.

These new findings discussed earlier raise a lot of new questions. It is hard to believe that eating one fat-rich meal should start a cascade of events that eventually lead to obesity, diabetes and dementia. Why should eating the macronutrient fat that provides valuable energy and prevents starvation have such clear-cut maladaptive consequences? It is unlikely that eating just one ‘forbidden fruit’ is a nutritional sin, and it remains to be seen whether the acute effects obtained with pharmacological manipulations in the brain mimic real physiological mechanisms. Furthermore, it is not known whether such acute effects occur in human subjects. If they do occur, acute numbing of hypothalamic nutrient sensing by fat-rich meals might have been adaptive in the past by providing a mechanism to take advantage of rare moments of nutritional abundance.

The chronic effects of high-fat eating are more difficult to ignore, although they seem just as maladaptive as the acute effects. Why does the mouse not avoid high-fat food that apparently makes it sick? What happened to the ‘wisdom of the body’? How is it that animals and man evolved elaborate taste perception and rapid learning mechanisms to avoid toxic foods, but they are easily fooled by toxic fat?

Modern environment: less opportunity to burn energy

This review has almost entirely focused on energy intake, but it is clear that the modern environment also affects energy expenditure in a number of ways. Although we are beginning to understand the neurobiology of food intake in the modern world, we remain almost completely ignorant regarding the neurobiological controls of physical activity and exercise and the integrative processes that comprise the regulation of energy balance. One reason might be that we have a limited understanding of hormonal (or neural) inter-organ communication. Although we know a lot about gut–brain and adipose tissue–brain signalling, we know virtually nothing about communication between the exercising muscle and the brain and other organs. Only very recently, the muscle-derived hormone irisin was discovered which appears to induce browning of white adipose tissue. It will be interesting to see whether this hormone also signals to the brain systems regulating energy balance.

Conclusions

Clearly, appetitive drive and food intake are affected by signals from inside the body and the environment, and the latter are exploited by the food industry through the newly established field of neuromarketing. Although these techniques would be just as powerful to stimulate eating of healthy foods, not much effort has been made towards this goal. Environmental signals affecting food intake interact almost exclusively with corticolimbic brain areas involved in cognition, emotion, motivation and decision making. These systems, although modulated in a bottom-up manner by metabolic signals, can exert strong and overpowering top-down control of food intake and energy balance regulation, as demonstrated by eating in the complete absence of nutritional need. However, most of these demonstrations of top-down control act only in an acute fashion, and more long-term studies are necessary to demonstrate a lasting impact on body weight. Finally, the neural pathways linking corticolimbic functions with hypothalamic and brainstem structures involved in the control of food intake and energy balance need to be better defined. Specifically, the respective contributions of conscious and subconscious determinants of behavioural action and autonomic control should be further investigated.
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